Sequencing of Ebola virus genomes from patients in Sierra Leone traced host-to-host transmission, recurrent emergence of intrahost genetic variants, and increasing impact of purifying selection against nonsynonymous mutations. These findings describe the movement of the virus within the region and its evolution during prolonged human-to-human transmission.
HIV Protection Takes More Than One DOSENOVIC ET AL., PAGE 1505
Different viral antigens are required to initiate and then to drive the selection of HIV broadly neutralizing antibodies, showing that vaccination to induce HIV protection in humans will require immunization with a succession of related immunogens.
Blocking Oxygen to Boost Transplantation MANTEL ET AL., PAGE 1553
Ambient air compromises the survival of bone marrow and cord blood hematopoietic stem cells through the activation of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore. Inhibition of this process with Cyclosporine A protects the cells, improving transplantation efficacy.
Boning up on Glucose WEI ET AL., PAGE 1576
Early glucose uptake coordinates osteoblast differentiation and bone formation, resolving the paradoxical production of bone matrix proteins by these cells prior to master differentiation gene activation and revealing a key developmental regulatory role for metabolic demand.
Give Transcription a Break MADABHUSHI ET AL., PAGE 1592
Activity-induced DNA double-strand breaks within promoter regions are required for transcription of a subset of neuronal early response genes that are crucial for experience-driven synaptic changes associated with learning and memory.
Pacing Translation Prevents Aggregation NEDIALKOVA AND LEIDEL, PAGE 1606
Optimal codon translation rates-ensured by the presence of nucleoside modifications in the tRNA anticodon-are critical for maintaining proteome integrity.
A Stressful Kibosh on Tumor Responses CUBILLOS-RUIZ ET AL., PAGE 1527
Aggressive tumors trigger ER stress-driven lipid metabolism in dendritic cells, impairing antigen presentation and limiting the ability of the immune system to eliminate malignant cells. Relieving ER stress in immune cells may offer a new approach to cancer immunotherapy.
Cancer Cells Rehab DOW ET AL., PAGE 1539
Colorectal cancer cells can revert to functioning normal cells in vivo when APC levels are restored, even if potent oncogenic insults such as Kras and p53 mutations are present.
One Kinase Rules the Outdoors TAGLIABRACCI ET AL., PAGE 1619
The Fam20C kinase is responsible for generating the vast majority of the secreted phosphoproteome, including substrates thought to drive tumor cell migration.
Shared Ligands, Distinct Signaling CHRENCIK ET AL., PAGE 1633
Structural analyses of a human lysophosphatidic acid receptor reveal plasticity in ligand recognition and suggest mechanisms for modulation of receptors with distinct functions by common ligand scaffolds.
Early Start for Adult Stem Cells

FUENTEALBA ET AL., PAGE 1644
Single-cell genetic barcoding reveals that adult neural stem cells of the subventricular zone share a common progenitor with lineages that give rise to forebrain neurons. Regional specification that also occurs during this period underlies their ability to postnatally produce different types of olfactory neurons.
To Sleep, Perchance to Not Forget
BERRY ET AL., PAGE 1656
Sleep is generally thought to stabilize new memories, but early psychology studies suggest that it prevents new learning from interfering with old memories. This study shows that sleep suppresses the activity of dopamine neurons that promote active forgetting of olfactory memories in flies, providing integration between neuroscience and psychology research.
Mapping and Mining Lipid-Drug Interactions NIPHAKIS ET AL., PAGE 1668
A chemical proteomics approach lays out a global lipid-protein interaction map and provides evidence for the broad druggability of lipid-binding proteins in cells.
Immune Signposts for Melanoma Prognostics CHIN ET AL., PAGE 1681
An integrative analysis of cutaneous melanomas establishes a framework for genomic classification into subtypes that can guide clinical decision-making for targeted therapies. Immune infiltration markers are associated with improved survival, with potential implications for immunotherapy.
The Heart: A Cell-by-Cell Account BERGMANN ET AL., PAGE 1566 A comprehensive analysis of cell generation and turnover in the human heart demonstrates that cardiomyocyte numbers are constant throughout the human lifespan, with a low turnover rate. Endothelial and mesenchymal cells are exchanged at a high rate, and their numbers increase into adulthood.
